The oblique effect with colour defined motion throughout the visual field.
We assessed the extent of the oblique effect (OE) and the meridional orientation effect (MOE) for a chromatic motion task using red/green gratings throughout an 80 degrees visual field. Four different stimulus orientations were tested. Generally, sensitivity to chromatic motion decreased with increasing eccentricity regardless of the visual field meridian. Also, sensitivity was highest for horizontal or vertical gratings, thus supporting the presence of an OE rather than of a MOE. The strength of the OE varied between subjects, but was present from the fovea to 20 degrees of eccentricity. At 40 degrees of eccentricity, chromatic motion was always perceived but the grating orientation did not consistently influence chromatic motion sensitivity. The present study confirmed our previous results on chromatic motion sensitivity and isoluminance ratios throughout the visual field. In addition, our data show that the chromatic system can exhibit OEs at lower spatial frequencies than is observed for the achromatic system.